
 

Applicator Training Documentation

                Coating Application:  X-Protect Vinyl & Linoleum 

X-Protect Vinyl & Linoleum provides a major cost savings over waxed floors (industry stated 
40-60%).  Saves labor and equipment costs of waxing/stripping floors on-going.  X-Protect Vinyl
& Linoleum is chemical and UV resistant, waterborne, low VOC and easily cleaned with hot 
water and safe cleaners.  X-Protect Vinyl & Linoleum comes in both high-gloss and quick-dry 
semi-gloss finish.

BEFORE Coating
Ensure that proper stripping, cleaning & color sealing procedures have been followed
Make sure floor is completely moisture free (test with moisture meter: 20% or less)
Make sure that final touches are complete with color seal (haze removed)

Tools Required For Coating VCT, Laminate/Sheet Vinyl, Luxury Vinyl & Rubber 

Roller frames  
Roller covers  
 Stir Stick
 2 Poles
 Scale
Mixing bucket with scale on side

Towels
Cut-in frames   
T-bar
T-bar cover
Water Source

Process To Apply Coating --VCT, Laminate/Sheet Vinyl, Luxury Vinyl & Rubber
 Follow mixing instructions for the product 
 After mixing you have 1 hour before the product sets up and spoils, so it must be applied 

efficiently
 Tape any adjacent floors on the line to create a clean edge
 Start in the back of the room and pour the product a ribbon across the floor approximately

6” from the wall
 Spread with T-Bar applicator, cut it in and then back roll with roller
 Repeat until finished with the entire floor
 Setup time for wet edge is 2 min
 Dry time is 8-12 hours
 Note: Dry times can vary due to humidity, venting, weather, etc 
 Remove tape
 After coating, secure the room (tape off doors, put signs up, barricade, post re-entry time  

(12 hours for XGen Coatings)
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